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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company has a business application that provides its users

with many different reports: receivables reports, payables
reports, revenue projects, and so on. The company has just
purchased some new, state-of-the-art, wireless printers, and a
programmer has been assigned the task of enhancing all of the
reports to use not only the company's old printers, but the new
wireless printers as well. When the programmer starts looking
into the application, the programmer discovers that because of
the design of the application, it is necessary to make changes
to each report to support the new printers. Which two design
concepts most likely explain this situation? (Choose two.)
A. Object immutability
B. Tight coupling
C. Loose coupling
D. Inheritance
E. High cohesion
F. Low cohesion
Answer: B,F
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1:
Office 365 ProPlus feature updates will be installed twice a
year in March and September.
The Channel element in the configuration file is set to
'Targeted'. This means Semi-Annual Targeted.
To help your organization prepare for a Semi-Annual Channel
release, Microsoft provides Semi-Annual Channel (Targeted). The
primary purpose of this update channel is to give pilot users
and application compatibility testers in your organization a
chance to work with the upcoming Semi-Annual Channel release
Box 2:
Microsoft Office 365 ProPlus applications must be installed
from a network share only.
The AllowCDNFallback value is currently set to true. The
purpose of this setting is to enable Office 365 to be
downloaded from Microsoft's Content Delivery Network if the

network share is unavailable. The AllowCDNFallback value should
be set to false to meet the technical requirement.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/configuration-opt
ions-for-the-office-2016-deployment-tool#updat
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/overview-of-updat
e-channels-for-office-365-proplus

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company has a data classification system with definitions for
"Private" and public." The company's security policy outlines
how data should be protected based on type. The company
recently added the data type
"Proprietary".
Which of the following is the MOST likely reason the company
added this data type?
A. Reduced cost
B. Better data classification
C. Expanded authority of the privacy officer
D. More searchable data
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are designing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) 2012
package that imports data from a Windows Azure SQL Database
database into a SQL Server database.
The SSIS package has the following requirements:
* Every night, a very large amount of data is imported into the
staging database.
* Package processing time must be minimized.
* The package must run on its own dedicated server when it is
deployed to production.
* Transaction log activity when data is imported must be
minimized.
You need to design the package to meet the requirements.
Which destination component should you use?
A. SQL Server
B. OLE DB
C. ADO.NET
D. DataReader
Answer: B
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